






























































































































































































































ANNEX 10

NOMENCLATURE

A cross-sectional flow area of relief system (m2)
Aactual actual cross-sectional area of safety valve nozzle (m2)
Aapprox approximate cross-sectional flow area of relief system obtained from

screening technique (m2) 
Ae cross-sectional area of relief system in calorimeter used for direct

scaling test (m2)
An cross-sectional area of nozzle in safety valve (m2)
Ap cross-sectional flow area of relief pipe (m2)
AR cross-sectional area of reactor (m2)
a constant in Antoine equation (ln N/m2)
asw parameter defined by equation (A5.9)
b constant in Antoine equation (K ln N/m2)
bsw parameter defined by equation (A5.10)
C specific heat capacity (J/kgK)
Cf liquid specific heat capacity (J/kgK)

average "liquid" specific heat capacity, taking account of the presenceCf
of solids (J/kgK)

Cfe liquid specific heat capacity in small-scale calorimetric test (J/kgK)
CfR liquid specific heat capacity at relief pressure conditions (J/kgK)
CD discharge coefficient
C0 correlating parameter in level swell correlations
Cp specific heat capacity at constant pressure (J/kg K)
Cv specific heat capacity at constant volume (J/kg K)
Cs specific heat capacity of solid (J/kgK)
Csv parameter defined by Table A6.1
csw parameter defined by equation (A5.11)
D relief system diameter (m)
De relief system diameter in small-scale experimental test (m)
dP/dt rate of pressure rise (N/m2 s)
(dP/dt)max maximum rate of pressure rise (N/m2 s)
(dP/dt)R rate of pressure rise at relief pressure or at start of two-phase relief,

whichever is higher (N/m2 s)
dPG/dt rate of rise of gas partial pressure (N/m2 s)
dPv/dt rate of rise of vapour pressure (N/m2 s)
dPv/dT slope of vapour pressure curve (N/m2K)
dT/dt adiabatic rate of temperature rise due to the runaway reaction (K/s)
(dT/dt)e adiabatic rate of temperature rise due to the runaway reaction as

measured in calorimeter (K/s)
(dT/dt)external rate of temperature rise due to external heating (K/s)
(dT/dt)R adiabatic rate of temperature rise due to the runaway reaction at relief

pressure (K/s)
(dT/dt)reaction adiabatic rate of temperature rise due to the runaway reaction alone

(K/s)
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(dT/dt)m adiabatic rate of temperature rise due to the runaway reaction at
maximum accumulated pressure (K/s)

(dT/dt)max maximum adiabatic rate of temperature rise (K/s)
(dT/dt)measured total measured rate of temperature rise  (K/s)
(dT/dt)max adiabatic rate of temperature rise due to the runaway reaction at point

of maximum reaction rate (K/s)
EA activation energy (J/kmol)
FB back pressure correction factor
FD dynamic load factor
F frictional correction factor in Fauske's method (see A5.3)
Fi flow inclination number
F0 safety factor for uncertainty in relief sizing 
f Fanning friction factor
G two-phase mass flow rate per unit flow area (kg/m2 s)
Gc choked two-phase mass flow rate per unit flow area (kg/m2 s)
Gc

* dimensionless choked two-phase mass flow rate per unit flow area 
Gg gas or vapour-only mass flow rate per unit flow area (kg/m2s)
GG two-phase mass flow rate per unit flow area for gassy two-phase flow

(neglecting vapour pressure in a hybrid system) (kg/m2 s)
GL laminar two-phase mass flow rate per unit flow area (kg/m2 s)
GLe laminar two-phase mass flow rate per unit flow area obtained in

experimental test  (kg/m2 s)
Gnozzle two-phase mass flow rate per unit flow area for a frictionless nozzle

(kg/m2 s)
GR two-phase mass flow rate per unit flow area at relief pressure (kg/m2 s)
Gv two-phase mass flow rate per unit flow area for flashing two-phase flow

(neglecting permanent gas in a hybrid system) (kg/m2 s)
GT turbulent two-phase mass flow rate per unit flow area (kg/m2 s)
G* dimensionless G
(G/Gc)friction correction factor in Omega method for friction
(G/Gc)backpressure correction factor in Omega method for non-choked flow
g acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
hfg latent heat of vaporisation (J/kg)
H static head change (m)
jg superficial gas/ vapour velocity in reactor (m/s)
k isentropic coefficient 
K number of velocity heads lost
Kfittings number of velocity heads lost in pipe fittings
KG constant in equation (A5.30)
KS parameter in equation (A5.22)
L equivalent length of vent line (m)
LE equivalent length   (m)
m mass in reactor (kg)
me mass in calorimetric test (kg)
mf mass of liquid in reactor (kg)
mm mass remaining in reactor at maximum accumulated pressure (kg) 
mR mass in reactor at relief pressure (kg)
ms mass of solid in reactor (kg)
MW molecular weight (relative molecular mass)
P pressure (N/m2 abs.)
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Pa atmospheric pressure (N/m2 abs.)
PB back pressure (N/m2 abs.)
Pe measurement pressure in calorimeter (N/m2 abs.)
PE pressure at the exit of the relief pipe (N/m2 abs.)
PG partial pressure of gas (N/m2 abs.)
Pi initial total pressure (at start of calorimetric test) (N/m2 abs.)
Pm maximum accumulated pressure (N/m2 abs.)
Ppg partial pressure of pad gas (N/m2 abs.)
Ppgi initial partial pressure of pad gas (N/m2 abs.)
PR relief pressure (N/m2 abs.)
PRe pressure in calorimeter corresponding to full-scale relief pressure (N/m2

abs.)
Pt estimated downstream pressure for calculation of Omega (see

equation (A8.4) (N/m2 abs.)
PTc thermodynamic critical pressure (N/m2 abs.)
Pv vapour pressure (N/m2 abs.)
Pvi initial vapour pressure (N/m2 abs.)
P0 stagnation pressure (in upstream equipment) (N/m2 abs.)
∆P difference between maximum pressure and relief pressure (N/m2)
∆P/∆T approximate slope of pressure versus temperature curve (N/m2K)
q heat release rate per unit mass of reacting mixture (W/kg)
qmodified heat release rate per unit mass of reacting mixture modified for

presence of external heating (W/kg)
average heat release rate per unit mass of reacting mixture (W/kg)q

QG volumetric rate of permanent gas evolution in the reactor (m3/s)
QGmax peak volumetric rate of permanent gas evolution in the reactor (m3/s)
QHEAT external heating rate (W)
Qv volumetric rate of vapour generation in reactor (m3/s)
Qvmax peak volumetric rate of vapour generation in reactor (m3/s)
R universal gas constant (J/kmol K)
Re Reynolds number
ref reference number
RF reaction force at a bend (N)
T temperature (K)
Tc temperature in containment vessel of bench-scale calorimeter (K)
Te temperature in calorimetric test cell (K)
Ti initial temperature (at start of calorimetric test (K)
TR temperature at relief pressure (K)
T0 temperature at stagnation condition at inlet to relief system (K)
TF thrust (N)
TTc thermodynamic critical temperature (K)
∆T temperature difference between the temperatures at the relief pressure

and maximum accumulated pressure (K)
∆TH temperature change in a closed vessel as the pressure of a hybrid

system rises from the relief pressure to the maximum accumulated
pressure (K)

t time (s)
tempty time from start of venting until reactor is empty (s)
tm time  from start of venting corresponding to maximum accumulated

pressure (s)
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∆tB Boyle time: time for pressure to rise from relief pressure to maximum
pressure in an adiabatic closed vessel test (s)

∆tempty time to empty reactor by homogeneous two-phase relief (s)
characteristic bubble rise velocity (m/s)U∞

u velocity   (m/s)
v specific volume (m3/kg)
v0 specific volume at stagnation conditions at inlet to relief system (m3/kg)
vf liquid specific volume (m3/kg)
vfg difference between vapour and liquid specific volumes (m3/kg)
vt specific volume at estimated downstream pressure for calculation of

Omega (see equation (A8.4)) (m3/kg)
V volume of reactor (m3)
Ve volume of gas-space within calorimeter, including the containment

vessel volume for an open test (m3)
Vf volume of liquid space in reactor (m3)
VfR volume of liquid space in reactor at relief pressure (just before

operation of relief system) (m3)
Vg volume of gas space in reactor (m3)
VgR volume of gas space in reactor at relief pressure (just before operation

of relief system) (m3)
VG volume of gas space (m3)
VGe volume of gas space in test cell (m3)
VGi initial volume of gas space in test cell (m3)
W mass flow rate (kg/s)
W approx approximate required relief rate estimated using screening

method (kg/s)
Wg mass flow rate of single-phase gas or vapour (kg/s)
x mass fraction of gas/vapour in a two-phase mixture
yg mole fraction of gas in the gas/vapour phase
yg0 mole fraction of gas in the gas/vapour phase at stagnation condition at

inlet to the relief line
yv mole fraction of vapour in the gas/vapour phase
yv0 mole fraction of vapour in the gas/vapour phase at stagnation condition

at inlet to the relief line
Z compressibility factor
Z0 compressibility factor at stagnation condition at inlet to relief system

α void fraction
αD void fraction at disengagement
αR void fraction in reactor when relief system first operates (at relief

pressure)
α0 void fraction in reactor at inlet to relief line
β parameter in Huff's relief sizing method (see A5.2)
φ thermal inertia
η pressure ratio
ηc critical pressure ratio
µ dynamic viscosity (Ns/m2)
µφ liquid dynamic viscosity (Ns/m2)
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µφε liquid dynamic viscosity in small-scale experimental test (Ns/m2)
ρ density (kg/m3)
ρf liquid density (kg/m3)
ρv vapour density (kg/m3)
ρg gas density (kg/m3)
σ surface tension (N/m)
Ψ dimensionless gas/vapour superficial velocity in reactor
θ angle of a bend (o)
ω the Omega dimensionless number
ωsat the Omega dimensionless number, calculated for the vapour pressure

component of a hybrid system, as if the permanent gas was not
present

Subscripts

a at atmospheric pressure
B refers to environment downstream of pressure relief system
c in containment vessel within calorimeter
calculated obtained by calculation rather than experiment
closed in a closed (unvented) reactor or calorimeter
D at point of vapour/liquid disengagement
e in experimental test equipment
E at exit of relief system piping
f liquid
F force
g gas or vapour
G gas
H hybrid
i initial , or at the beginning of a step for method A5.5
L laminar flow
m at the maximum pressure during a vented runaway (or at the end of a

step for method A5.5)
max at the maximum rate
pg pad gas
p refers to relief pipe
R at the relieving pressure
s solid
sat saturated (i.e. the value for saturated liquid with no permanent gas

present)
T total
Tc evaluated at the thermodynamic critical point
t at an intermediate pressure between the upstream reactor and the

choking condition
v vapour
0 refers to stagnation conditions in upstream reactor

Superscripts
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TM trade mark
* dimensionless (as in G*)
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